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Paths to Survival
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Scenario 1 – small passenger vessel operating a in a 
remote region (200 nm from infrastructure)
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Scenario 2 - a larger passenger vessel operating in 
vicinity of infrastructure and a SAR-vessel (50 nm)
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Conclusion

 TTR is highly proportional with POB
 Prefered PTS for an incident in remote areas:

 Less than abt 40 survivors – PTS2, utilizing helicopters, freighting the survivors directly 
back to the helicopter base.

 More than abt 40 survivors – PTS5, establishing a temporary place of safety on 
shore/vessel of opportunity, utilizing helicopters in conjunction with SAR-vessels with 
helicopter support facilites.

 Increasing number of evacuation plattforms reduces the TTR
 Access to helicopter support facilities is essential for prolonged 

operations involving helicopters.
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Recommendation
 Strain on SAR/helicopter personnel is to 

be addressed for prolonged operations.
 The survivors should seek sheltered 

water/evacuate to onshore. This will 
increase the probability of efficient 
evacuation operations.

 A companion vessel (twin vessel 
operation) can function as a temporary 
place of safety.

 The government SAR portofolio should 
include establishment of mobile 
temporary places of safety.
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